The ZipTool™ chain assembly tool ensures quick and easy assembly of the Envirex® NCS720S nonmetal collector chain. The Envirex NCS720S collector chain is the only molded chain with a press-fit pin that provides long chain life and excludes grit. The ZipTool assembly tool provides an easy method of removing and reinstalling the chain’s pin.

ZipTool™ Product Features

- Innovative “thru-pin” design uses a bolt and machined bushing for smooth pin setting
- Type 316 stainless steel construction will not corrode
- Weighs just three pounds
- Small size fits in tool box or briefcase

Assembling Chain is Simple as 1 – 2 – 3

1. Place a pin in the chain joint.
2. Slide the bolt through the hollow pin and engage threads in bushing.
3. Use a power drill or ratchet wrench to draw the pin home.
Complete installation and after-sales services to help you protect your investment.

- Evoqua experienced field service technicians – the largest group in the industry – can handle a complete upgrade, or do portions of it assisted by your personnel.

- Evoqua can handle the installation of new collectors, as well, working with your contractors or others. Technicians can perform annual inspections, advise on inventory requirements and, of course, be on-site for emergencies.

- Evoqua can upgrade or retrofit any manufacturer’s sludge collector with new, non-metallic components. The renovated collector will run more smoothly and require far less maintenance than the original.

- For replacement parts, Evoqua has the most extensive inventory in the business, and can ship from stock immediately when required.